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Let me make this real clear! Save and Share!
by Walter Burien
09/29/12
Please read to the end of this communication. Your life and the lives of your children depends on it:
DO NOT LET YOURSELF BE DISTRACTED FROM THE FOLLOWING FACTS:
1. Many large local governments since 2007 to 2012 significantly increased their operating budgets
(their take) during a time (2008 - 2012) when a severe recession was effecting the country. EXAMPLE:
LA County increased their budget from 2007 of 17.5 billion dollars to 25.8 billion dollars come 2012, a
47% increase.
The tactic used from many local governments of crying poverty to increase income has and will create a
breaking point on the population and small businesses of this country at this time. A breaking point now
and into the future leading to a total collapse of the private sector's wealth to nil is in motion.
If in 2007 all local government's income had been frozen at 2007 levels, or reduced back to 2000 levels
the severe problem facing the private sector of wealth depletion would have been checked back in 2007.
Smart and personal responsibility from all is required to reverse this circumstance. No more "masterful
entertainment" for the purpose of distraction can be allowed.
Now if you want to be played as a useful idiot by local government operators, then sit back and wait for
the inevitable outcome of being plundered, striped of your wealth, and broken. Then you can scratch
your head and again playing the useful idiot saying "What happened, why did this happen, how could it
have gotten so bad?"
The CAFR is local government's "Statement of Worth". How many people are hearing about them and
responsibly looking at them? Way to few. The CAFRs over the last seventy-years were not intended to
be looked at by the population. The majority of the population were whisked away into masterful
entertainment and distraction to not look and learn.
EVERY candidate running for public office or "supposed" public advocacy groups in true conscience
for their constituents should be listing the local government CAFRs of Sate; County; School District;
State University; Enterprise; and Gov Pensions on their websites and in their news letters directing
followers to carefully look at them for comment.
For these individuals to maintain a vacuum and void in this arena is unacceptable by any terms of the
imagination. If they maintain the void they are conclusively showing they are 100% in cooperation with
the plunder of their own constituents, with those individuals eagerly awaiting out of opportunity to have
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access to the same wealth base they refuse to mention. IN ALL REALITY maintaining the void, they
establish their intent as a thief in the night drooling over the opportunity to join the gang(s) that has and
will steal from you blind. This "is" the issue that all other issues stem from and should be diligently
focused on as such.
2. Specifically due to the circumstances outlined in #1 above, elections on almost all levels are NOT
elections but a dog and pony show to give the population the illusion they have a choice in who oversees
their affairs from within government. Due to the money and control of the same involved candidates are
hand picked by the gang(s) and then exclusively marketed to the voting public.
The candidates that would actually truly move with decisive action for the protection of the population
regarding #1 above enter into the same carefully orchestrated void of omission not to be seen or even
considered by the voting public. With most of the public being treated by the gang(s) as useful idiots to
accomplish the end result of further plunder and wealth enhancement of and by the inside players of the
gang(s). I mean no insult intended to the mass population, they HAVE BEEN masterfully entertained by
one of the most formidable organized corporate multi-trillion dollar syndicate the world has ever known.
There are 3200 individuals on the CAFR1 National email list. CAFR1 is NOT trying to use those 3200
as useful idiots but to use them as intelligent; responsible; patriotic; wise; and potentially formidable
human-beings to educate the mass population towards these very BASIC factors outlined in #1 and #2
here to fill the gap of the well maintained void. If it turns out that there is 100 out of the 3200 or 3000
out of the 3200 that qualify for the mission at hand, how many noble Spartans were there that held back
the thousands of invading forces at the pass to protect their country centuries ago?
This is a War. A war involving hundreds of trillions of dollars that by the public's intent from a
century ago "was supposedly to have directly benefited" you and your families. Massive wealth that has
and is being for all intents and purposes slyly plundered away from its intended purpose. Spartans unite
and meet at the pass!
A good start would be to make sure this communication is read by almost every person in this country.
Read by email forward; site posting; publication in the local paper; posted at every rally, public or
private meeting; and any government function (especially a raise or lower taxation government meeting)
Don't be controlled by the spoon feeding of the syndicate, feed yourself and all that you know with the
masterfully omitted basic facts as shown here and that can be viewed when pulling up your local
government's CAFR for review. Keep in mind the syndicate views and has treated you as useful idiots.
They depend on your maintained ignorance and you not having the ability to understand the basics. They
believe if the idiots are looking at the entrance to the gold mine, they can throw out a distraction and the
lookers will go elsewhere. Worked great for them over the last few decades so expect the same now.
If the in power gang(s) for whatever insane reason wanted to sponsor Charles Manson and Ted Bundy
as the candidates of choice for President, you would NOT hear on ABC; NBC; FOX; CNN; or your
syndicated media talking head show the names Barack Obama or Mitt Romney, you would only hear the
names Manson and Bundy with the catch phrase slogans being for Manson "The family is what is
important" and for Bundy "There is no reason why every American should not have food on the table
and a full refrigerator".
If 85% of the population was outraged they would be drowned out by omission within the daily
saturation from the 100% controlled syndicated media in conjunction with the two controlled primary
political parties to (the intended) end effect (make the 85%) think they were in the minority having been
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wrong in their thinking to object to Manson and Bundy. Come election time, the two promoted choices
of Manson and Bundy would be voted on, and based on the spoon feeding presented to the population,
one would be elected president. Now the good democrat would vote for Manson and the good
republican would vote for Bundy.
It may be a small voter turnout but the overall choice of the gang(s) would be elected president. If Jesus
Christ; Gandhi; and Mohammad were running in the same election, if drowned out by the syndicated
media and both political parties, blocked from being on the ballot, come election time 70% of the
population would not even know they could be voted for on the ballot and as intended the majority of
the population will vote for Manson or Bundy. The 15% or 20% that may have found out otherwise and
would write in the before mentioned, they will not have an effect on the outcome of the ballot vote.
3. The outcomes of #1 and #2 have and are strictly set into motion and masterfully determined "DUE TO
THE MONEY AND CONTROL" involved. With the population being masterfully entertained into
distraction with War; rumors of War; Economic Collapse; depression; recession; the value of the dollar;
selective spoon fed misdirection from the basics of massive wealth being taken and accumulated
throughout all levels of local governments and federal, the same well orchestrated results will repeat
themselves over and over again. The in-place cycle of control; plunder; and population management will
not be broken.
The key to breaking and modifying the cycle? Very simple: Look and learn, not being distracted or
misdirected as to the degree and scope of how you are being plundered from. See through, and conduct a
careful examination of your local government CAFRs, a local government's Annual Financial Report.
Spotlight the showing of wealth accumulated over the decades and reveal a more complete showing of
the annual income brought in there from. You were not intended to look and see. Break through the
masterfully created and maintained dense fog, find, look, and learn.
Seeing and learning does seem to create a visceral reaction from individuals from the population for
unified public correction of the matter. The gang(s) want to keep that number of learners small but with
clear objective and a "focused" population unified in the force of truth, comprehension can burst forth
like an exploding nova.
The in-place structure was created by sly selective presentation, omission, and force. It can be modified
by public comprehension and unified smart force applied and allied.
BUT NOTHING WILL CHANGE if the population continues to be masterfully misdirected through
distraction not to look and learn the basics. Many will look and fall short of learning the strong points. It
is that 10% to 30% factor of responsible individuals, the Spartans who look, learn, and comprehend who
will be effective in the mission to protect us one-and-all from further plunder. Just remember to support
them with all of your might when they move forward to do so in all of our behalf.
Wars are not won with talk and intent. Wars are won with decisive use of force; timing; materials; and
funding for the same. The current in place syndicate is fat; arrogant; and somewhat over the last tenyears fighting amongst themselves in how the annual booty will be divided up and the standing wealth
amassed utilized. It is a good time for the population to mobilize and in force direct the internal gang(s)
guidelines and modifying of the rules towards those issues on every level of local government and
federal.
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When taking a trip, any trip it is essential to look at the resources available; how they are structured;
how they can be reapplied to reach the intended destination. So ONE-AND-All need to carefully look at
those local government CAFRs, learn, and comprehend what they see.
4. Look at previous year CAFRs to see the growth of revenue taken over time, 5, 10, 20, 30 years. (hold
on to your temper when you do).
With force require the Political Parties; Candidates running for Office; Syndicated media talking heads
to break their "intentional" silence and make simple mention of the local government CAFRs directing
one-and-all to look and learn from the same.
I emphasize force in numbers is required to meet that objective. Make it clear in no uncertain terms
that if they continue to perpetuate the "Silence is Golden" game involving trillions of collective dollars
of income and wealth held per the intentional exclusion of mention of local government CAFRs, they
will be on the actively promoted s**t list for one and all to see and why.. Spartans unite, the enemy in
numbers is at the gates and have clearly breached the walls.
Please share this communication with all that you know and ask them CLEARLY to share with all that
they know.
Our future and the futures of our children depend on the comprehension of this one communication
being clearly embedded in the forefront comprehension of a now masterfully entertained and controlled
population that has had a void of the basics intentionally maintained in their consciousness DUE TO
THE MONEY and population control involved.
The fate of the world rests in the hands of the 3200 on the CAFR1 National email list and those that they
communicate with . Your responsible action to effect your own fate and the fate of all others now rests in
your hands.
The plunder of our own wealth and that of the marks selected from around the globe must stop if we
wish to survive. Not doing so leads to an out of control freight train running at 400 MPH at a 1-mile
thick concrete wall that is just a short distance down the tracks. The collision with that wall would not be
survivable.
Communicated FYI and for the attempt to assist at your and one-and-all's prosperous and good future
outcome.
Communicated also to protect your own survival that truly is in jeopardy based on the circumstances
outlined above.
Truly yours and sincerely,
Walter Burien - CAFR1.com
P. O. Box 2112
Saint Johns, AZ 85936
Tel. (928) 458-5854
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-------FOOTER NOTE-----Per understanding CAFRs - Google CAFR, people have been intentionally kept in the dark so long they
forget the basics:
1. A government "Budget Report" is a selective funding of x accounts from x resources, set up to be
primarily funded with taxation and done so as a projection "for the year".
2. An "Annual Financial Report" for a local government is the showing of "all" income: Investment;
taxation; and Enterprise, plus the "accumulated wealth" over decades. Budgets are for the year, an AFR
is for it all since creation of the entity.
There is a big difference between the two. A correct analogy would be: The budget to operate your house
vs. your statement of net worth.
The public has been played with the biggest shell game of selective presentation there is allowing for
massive fortunes to be made by the inside players over the last several decades..
Every investment fund large and small is a power base. Where that money is invested determines what
company; real-estate venture, project, etc., is made or broken. Thus in line with that, never a mention of
the 184,000 AFRs of the corresponding local governments..nor the many thousands of specialty
investment funds they contain. I note gov pension funds facilitate the same. Paying employee benefits
from the return on the funds is an after thought for the government players.
The head communists back in the 30's and 40's said they could take over America without firming a
shot. The undercurrents of that statement were that they could depend on the greed and opportunity of
the players to accomplish that goal and it did. US Collective government since 2000 brings in more
gross income than the entire gross income of the population of the United States.
Taxation is rammed down the public's throat (1/3rd of the gross income) and Investment / Enterprise
income (2/3rd of the gross income) the "silence is golden" rule is strictly enforced with the full
symbiotic cooperation of the syndicated media; controlled education; and both political parties as
applies over the last century.
NOTE: Up until 1999 the CAFR showed the "gross" standing balances of income and investment fund
balances. Then with onset of disclosure by CAFR1 and the public now looking for the first time
http://GASB.org (a 100% private association) who oversees the accounting guidelines of the CAFR,
changes were made starting with transmittal letter-31 (up to 90 now) changing the showing in the CAFR
from that of gross balances to a showing of "net" balances. Many games are played there so it is very
important now to look through the "notes to the financial section" to spot or be directed to many of the
specialty advance liability actual fund balances.
Government was NOT supposed to operate at a profit. How did they get around this restriction?
ANSWER: If for example a city had a 100-million dollar profit for the year from any of its operations, at
a stroke of a pen they create a "liability fund", deposit the profit, and poof, there goes the profit redesignated now as a liability.
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A personal example would be:
If you and I ran a business for the last twenty years and we now had 1-billion dollars clear. We decide
we are going to retire in five-years and want to buy an island in the Bahamas for 700-million dollars. So
we create an advance liability fund, move 700-million dollars into it and now our "net" balance on our
books is 300-million dollars. Now if with drafted a "Budget" for our business operations (projection of
expenses for the upcoming year) of say 325-million dollars, that budget would show us to be 25-million
dollars in the red. If we now actually spent 200-million for the upcoming year, gee, we now have 125million we can move into our "buy an island liability fund in the Bahamas" zero out our profit, have the
ability to buy a bigger island now with 825-million in our fund, and start the process all over again for
next year.
Now catch this point: On our accounting of the "buy an island fund', our liability if we left the price at
700-million and the fund balance was 825-million, the "net" balance of the fund is now 125-million
dollars. (700-million of the funds balance is a liability to pay). If we modified the liability to 825-million
then our "net" fund balance is zero. 825 - 825 = 0
One other tactic we could use as a mask of our true funds held would be to take the 825-million,
deposit it with some financial institution domestic or international and arrange a loan or investment from
that same financial institution of 825-million using our own capital through that financial institution to
give the impression the 825-million was 100% a debt for repayment to whatever X financial institution
we were using in that shell game of appearance. AGAIN this is why it is important to carefully look at
the notes to the financial section of the CAFR.
Small local governments are looked at closer by their constituents and thus less games are played. The
larger local governments, the constituents are prone to not looking (they feel it is over their heads) and
thus the games played run rampant and substantially more money is involved.
___________________________________________

